
Movement from Verb-Seond Clauses RevisitedGereon Müller (Universität Leipzig)‡ January 28, 20101. IntrodutionExtration from delarative omplement lauses in German reveals a urious pattern:Whereas verb-�nal omplement lauses headed by dass (`that') permit movement bothinto a higher verb-seond and a higher verb-�nal lause, omplement lauses in whihverb-seond has applied only permit movement into a higher verb-seond lause again,but not movement into a higher verb-�nal lause. This systemati pattern has beenaddressed in a number of approahes of various kinds in the last deades, with varyingdegrees of suess, but it seems fair to onlude that a oneptually simple analysis onthe basis of minimalist program (see Chomsky (2001; 2008)) is still outstanding. Thegoal of the present paper is to show that suh an analysis is readily available if ertaininsights of Staudaher's (1990) approah in terms of barriers are inorporated into thephase-based approah to Condition on Extration Domain (CED) phenomena developedin Müller (2010), and if verb-seond lauses are derived by reprojetion movement. In anutshell, the restrition on movement from verb-seond lauses will be shown to followfrom Chomsky's (2001) Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC) beause an edge featurethat is needed to trigger movement from the verb-seond omplement to the next phaseedge annot be inserted on the matrix verb.I will proeed as follows. Seion 2 introdues the relevant data and gives a very on-ise, and ertainly inomplete, overview over the existing literature on the phenomenon.Setion 3 skethes Staudaher's (1990) approah. Setion 4 lays out the main assump-tions of the phase-based analysis of CED e�ets developed in Müller (2010). Setion 5introdues an approah to verb-seond movement that is based on the onept of repro-jetion; the approah ombines features of the analyses in Fanselow (2008) and Georgi& Müller (2010). Setion 6 then shows that the ban on movement from verb-seondlauses into verb-�nal lauses an be derived given the assumptions laid out in setions4 and 5, in a way that integrates some of Staudaher's original insights. Finally, setion7 addresses some further issues.2. The Problem2.1 DataTwo types of �nite delarative lauses an be embedded under ertain kinds of verbs(often bridge verbs, though the orrelation is far from perfet) in German: (i) lausesheaded by a omplementizer dass (`that'); (ii) verb-seond lauses with �nite V in theC position and some XP in SpeC. Both types of omplements as suh appear to betransparent for wh-movement to SpeC. Wh-movement from a dass lause may go to
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2 Gereon Müllera dass lause or to a verb-seond lause; see (1-ab).1 In ontrast, as shown in (1-d),wh-movement from a verb-seond lause may only end up in a verb-seond lause again(see Tappe (1981), Haider (1984), Reis (1985)).2(1) a. (IhI weiÿknow niht)not [CP1
weniwhom (dass)that duyou meinstthink [CP2

t′i dassthat sieshe ti getro�enmethat ℄℄hasb. [CP1
Weniwhom meinstthink duyou [CP2

t′i dassthat sieshe ti getro�enmet hat ℄℄ ?has. [CP1
Weniwhom meinstthink duyou [CP2

t′i hathas sieshe ti getro�en ℄℄ ?metd. *(IhI weiÿknow niht)not [CP1
weniwhom (dass)that duyou meinstthink [CP2

t′i hathas sieshe ti getro�en ℄℄metThe same restrition as in (1-d) holds when movement from SpeV2 to Spedass isfollowed by further wh-movement, as in (2).(2) *[CP0
Weniwhom glaubtbelieves erhe [CP1

t′′i dassthat duyou meinstthink [CP2
t′i hathas sieshe getro�en ℄℄℄ ?metFurthermore, the restrition is also ative when the moved item is a topi or relativepronoun, as in (3-ab) and (4-ab), respetively.3(3) a. [CP0

Denthe FritziFritz glaubtbelieves erhe [CP1
t′′i dassthat duyou meinstthink [CP2

t′i dassthat sieshe getro�enmethat ℄℄℄hasb. *[CP0
Denthe FritziFritz glaubtbelieves erhe [CP1

t′′i dassthat duyou meinstthink [CP2
t′i hathas sieshe getro�en ℄℄℄met(4) a. diethe Frauwoman [CP1

dieiwhom (wo)rel duyou meinstthink [CP2
t′i dassthat sieshe ti getro�enmet hat ℄℄hasb. *diethe Frauwoman [CP1

dieiwhom (wo)rel duyou meinstthink [CP2
t′i hathas sieshe ti getro�en ℄℄met1 A omplementizer of CP1 in sentenes like (1-a) must then be deleted in Standard German, but notin dialets and olloquial varieties. Following Pesetsky (1998), I assume that omplementizer deletionis a PF phenomenon in languages like German and English, with a that/dass omplementizer presentin syntax proper.2 The representations in (1) presuppose that long-distane movement proeeds suessive-ylially,via intermediate SpeC positions, and leaves traes (t) in the positions it targets on its way to theultimate landing site. At this point, these assumptions are mainly for onveniene; they are shared byStaudaher's approah skethed below, though.3 (3-a), (4-a) and, perhaps to a lesser extent, (1-b) are marked, or even not possible at all, in somevarieties of German. In what follows, I will only be onerned with varieties that permit extrationfrom dass lauses aross the board.



Movement from Verb-Seond Clauses Revisited 32.2 AnalysesThe data have proven remarkably robust over the years, and many attempts have beenmade to aount for the asymmetry involved. First, it has been suggested that illiitinstanes of movement from a verb-seond lause into a verb-�nal dass lause reveal aloality e�et. On this view, the verb-seond lause ats as a barrier in (1-d) (as well as in(3-b) and (4-b)). This then may or may not require some extra assumption about (1-),where barrier status of the verb-seond lause seems to be voided. Proposals of thistype inlude Staudaher (1990), Sternefeld (1989) on the one hand, and Reis (1996),Müller (2004), and Hek (2010) on the other. The former type of loality approahassigns verb-seond lauses barrier status if they are embedded by a verb-�nal lause (asin (1-d)) but not if verb-seond movement takes plae in the higher lause (as in (1-)).The latter type of loality approah treats verb-seond lauses as barriers throughout(i.e, in (1-d) and (1-)), and attributes the well-formedness of the string in (1-) to analternative option for analysis: (1-) is assumed to involve a speial kind of (�integrated�)parenthesis (meinst du in (1-); also f. Kiziak (2007)). This option is assumed to benon-existent in (1-d).Seond, it has been proposed that the asymmetry in (4) follows from diretionalityonstraints on movement of the kind postulated in Kayne (1984) (via `g-projetions') andKoster (1987) (via `global harmony'); see Müller (1989, h. 6) and Haider (1993b)). Thebasi idea here is that the apparent lash in diretionality of government (or seletion)by an embedded V in a verb-seond position and a matrix V in a verb-�nal positionbloks movement.Third, the data have been approahed in terms of onstraints against improper move-ment; see Haider (1984), Stehow & Sternefeld (1988, h. 11.7), Sternefeld (1992), Müller& Sternefeld (1993), Williams (2003). These approahes all di�er substantially from oneanother (exept perhaps for Sternefeld (1992) and Williams (2003), whih both rely onthe version of the yle proposed in Williams (1974)), but they share a ommon ore:SpeV2 and SpeC positions are viewed as su�iently di�erent to be able to blok move-ment from one to the other as improper. Furthermore, an asymmetry must be built intothe theory of improper movement so as to make a mixing of landing sites possible in(1-b) (movement may take plae from SpeC to SpeV2) but not in (1-d) (movementmay not proeed from SpeV2 to SpeC).Fourth, I have tentatively pursued an approah that relies on shape onservation (inthe sense of Williams (2003)) in Müller (2003). The idea here is that there is a generalbut violable onstraint that requires left edges of CP to have an idential shape. Thisonstraint is satis�ed in (1-a) and (1-) but not in (1-b) and (1-d). Again, an asymmetryneeds to be imposed, and this is ahieved by loal, yli, bottom-up optimization ofCPs. In this approah, it turns out that the shape onservation onstraint an be violatedwith verb-seond movement in CP1 in (1-b) beause, given that CP2 has already beenoptimized, other options that would be shape-preserving (spei�ally, failing to arry outverb-seond) violate higher-ranked onstraints. In ontrast, shape onservation annotbe violated in (1-d) beause, given that CP2 (with verb-seond movment) is already inplae, verb-seond movement an and must apply in CP1 beause this will give rise onlyto a violation of a lower-ranked onstraint (the one that preludes movement whih isnot feature-driven).



4 Gereon MüllerFinally, there is a strategy that solves the problem in a very simple way, and thatould be referred to as data denial: �avar (1996) and Fanselow & Mahajan (1996) laimthat extration from verb-seond lauses into dass lauses as in (1-d) is possible afterall.4 This last view is at variane with the lear robustness that the e�et has exhibitedover the last thirty years or so. For this reason I will disregard this option in whatfollows.I annot possibly make an attempt here to disuss all of these approahes in detailand highlight their merits as well as their shortomings. I do believe, however, thatvirtually all of them rely on assumptions that are not really independently motivated,and that very often turn out to be onstrution-spei� upon loser inspetion. Further-more, it an be noted that none of them is ompatible with basi tenets of the minimalistprogram, where, e.g., there an be no designated loality onstraints employing notionslike barrier, no onstraints that mention diretionality, and no speial onstraints blok-ing improper movement; and where shape onservation e�ets must be treated as anepiphenomenon. Thus, if one adopts a minimalist perspetive, as I will do here, it seemsfair to onlude that the problem in (1) has not yet reeived a satisfying solution.That said, I think that many of the basi insights of Staudaher (1990) (and, to someextent, also of Sternefeld (1989)) an be integrated into a new phase-based approah tothe ban on extration from verb-seond lauses into verb-�nal lauses in German thatdoes without onstrution-spei� assumptions and meets basi minimalist demands;and I will try to show this below. To this end, I �rst summarize the proposal in Stau-daher (1990) in the next setion.3. Staudaher's (1990) ApproahStaudaher (1990) presents two analyses, whih share a number of properties (in parti-ular, they are both based on the hypothesis that there is a barrier present in (1-d) thatbloks movement, and that verb-seond in the matrix lause as in (1-) opens up thisbarrier via transitivity of indexing) but di�er in others (the �rst analysis, pp. 330-334,assumes the matrix VP to be a minimality barrier, whereas the seond analysis, pp. 334-338, assumes the embedded verb-seond lause to be a barrier beause of non-seletion).In what follows, I will fous on the seond version of the approah sine it is this versionthat the analysis to be developed below will resemble most.The �rst thing to note is that embedded verb-seond lauses that are embedded bya verb-�nal dass lause (as in (1-d)) are strong islands, in the sense that they uniformlyblok all kinds of extration and do not distinguish between arguments and adjunts;ompare the ases of liit and illiit adjunt movement in (5-ab), whih are fully parallelto the argument movement ases in (1-), (1-d).(5) a. IhI weiÿknow nihtnot [CP1
wieihow duyou meinstthink [CP2

t′i dassthat dasthat ti gehenwork soll ℄℄shouldb. *IhI weiÿknow nihtnot [CP1
wieihow duyou meinstthink [CP2

t′i sollshould dasthat ti gehen ℄℄work4 In a similar vein, Shin (1988, 253) laims that potential problems with the onstrution in (1-d) arenot syntati but pragmati in nature.



Movement from Verb-Seond Clauses Revisited 5The Condition on Extration Domain in (6) (CED; see Huang (1982), Chomsky (1986))bloks both argument and adjunt movement from non-omplements (where omple-ments are sisters of lexial items).(6) Condition on Extration Domain (CED):a. Movement must not ross a barrier.b. An XP is a barrier i� it is not a omplement.Assuming the CED to be responsible for the illformedness of (1-d), (5-b) and similarexamples, we are led to looking for a barrier in these ontexts.5 A straightforwardappliation of the CED in (6) to the data in (1) and (6) faes two basi problems. First,embedded verb-seond lauses as in (1-), (6-b) look like genuine omplements of V � averb like meinen (`think') subategorizes for a omplement and assigns a θ-role to it, andin the absene of an obvious alternative andidate, there is no good reason to assumethat CP2 is not the omplement that the matrix verb is looking for, irrespetively ofwhether verb-seond movement has or has not applied in CP2. And seond, given thenotion of barrier in (6), it is ompletely unlear how verb-seond movement in the matrixlause ould remove the barrier status of the embedded verb-seond CP.To solve the �rst problem, Staudaher proposes that the onept of barrier is tobe re�ned in suh a way that omplement status alone does not su�e for an XP toavoid barrier status: Being a omplement is viewed as a neessary but not yet su�ientondition for non-barriers. His revised notion of barrier is given in (7).(7) Condition on Extration Domain (CED, based on Staudaher (1990)):a. Movement must not ross a barrier.b. An XP is a barrier i� it is not head-marked.Head-marking is a somewhat striter notion than being a omplement beause it requiresthat, in addition to being a omplement of a lexial item, seletion of (or o-indexingwith) the head of XP must take plae:6(8) Head-marking (Staudaher (1990, 336)):
α head-marks β i�a. α is a lexial item, andb. α is a sister of β that selets or is o-indexed with the head of β.The basi idea is that CPs with a omplementizer dass are always head-marked by thematrix verb (beause the verb selets the head of the dass lause), whereas embeddedverb-seond lauses are not. Although embedded verb-seond lauses are seleted om-plements, their verb-seond head, by assumption, is not seleted by the matrix verb, and5 This version of the CED ombines aspets of the proposals in Huang (1982), Chomsky (1986), Cinque(1990), and Manzini (1992). Staudaher (1990) does not atually invoke the CED; rather he embraesthe more omplex system inorporating the CED that Chomsky (1986) develops on the basis of Lasnik& Saito (1984). Where it does not a�et the main points to be made, I taitly simplify Staudaher'sanalysis in various respets, and also adjust it to more urrent terminology.6 (8) is a simpli�ed version of Staudaher's de�nition of head-marking, but it su�es for present purposes� the ompliations Staudaher introdues in the �proper� de�nition in Staudaher (1990, 336) (and alsoalready in Staudaher (1987, 13)) do not bear on the issue of extration from V/2 lauses.



6 Gereon Müllerthus turns CP into a barrier. The assumption that heads of verb-seond CPs are notseleted reeives independent justi�ation � so Staudaher argues � from the observationthat these heads are not �lled by lexial material before verb-seond movement applies.More generally, if dass omplements are head-marked by V (via head-seletion) and verb-seond omplements are not head-marked by V (via head-seletion), this aptures theinsight that dass omplements have a loser relationship with the matrix verb than verb-seond omplements, and it also aptures the observation that embedded verb-seondlauses, while having omplement status as suh, also exhibit several root properties,whih also partially aounts for the onditions under whih they are liensed in the �rstplae.7Thus, a CP with a verb-seond head is a barrier due to a lak of head-marking, inontrast to a CP with a lexial omplementizer. This aounts for the ontrast betweenexamples like (1-a), (1-b) on the one hand (i.e., movement from dass lauses into dasslauses or into verb-seond lauess), and examples like (1-d) on the other (i.e., movementfrom verb-seond lauses into dass lauses).What remains to be explained is why verb-seond movement in the matrix lauseremoves the barrierhood of an embedded CP with a verb-seond head, as in (1-). Atthis point, the option of bringing about head-marking by o-indexing (as an alternativeto head seletion) envisaged by (8) beomes relevant. After verb-seond movement inthe matrix lause, the following o-indexing relations obtain. First, sine movement, byassumption, implies hain formation, and members of the same hain share an index,the verb-seond head meinst and its trae in the V position are o-indexed. Seond,for the same reason, the wh-phrase wen is o-indexed both with its original trae in theobjet position of the embedded lause and with the intermediate trae in the embeddedSpeC position. Third, and this is the ruial step in the argument, Staudaher assumesthat there is a proess of abstrat agreement between spei�er and head, and that thisagreement relation is also indiated by o-indexing. Given that verb-seond movement ismovement to C, from this it follows that the indies of the moved wh-phrase in the matrixSpeC position and the moved verb in the verb-seond position in the matrix lause arealso idential. Fourth, by the same reasoning, the indies of the intermediate wh-traein the embedded SpeC position and the embedded verb-seond head are also identialas a onsequene of abstrat spei�er/head agreement. And �nally, by transitivity, thisimplies that the indies of the V trae of the matrix verb and the verb-seond C headof the embedded lause are also idential in ases like (1-). Consequently, joint verb-seond movement and wh-movement in the matrix lause leads to head-marking of theembedded verb-seond lause, and hene to a removal of barrier status there. Thisexplains why (1-) an respet the CED. Note that this way out is not available in (1-d)as long as it is assumed that o-indexing annot arise aidentally: In (1-d), verb-seonddoes not take plae in the matrix lause, so the wh-item in the matrix SpeC positionand the matrix verb are not o-indexed, and the transitivity hain is broken; as a result,matrix V annot head-mark the embedded verb-seond lause.Summarizing, the gist of Staudaher's proposal is that embedded verb-seond lausesare barriers due to a lak of head-marking by head seletion, but the barrier status an7 On root properties of embedded verb-seond lauses and similar onstrutions, see Hooper & Thomp-son (1973), Meinunger (2004), and Bentzen (2009), among others.



Movement from Verb-Seond Clauses Revisited 7be removed by ombined verb-seond and wh-movement in the matrix lause beausethis results in head-marking by head o-indexing.I take this approah to be elegant and intuitively appealing, but it seems lear thatit annot be maintained as suh under more reent minimalist assumptions as they arelaid out in Chomsky (2001; 2008) and muh related work. For one thing, on this viewall onstraints must either qualify as priniples of e�ient omputation, or they must bemotivated by properties of the interfae, and the CED does not meet either requirement.To the extent that it makes the right preditions, the CED should therefore be derivedas a theorem from more basi assumptions. This means that a di�erent, arguably lessstipulative reason must be sought that predits barrier status of verb-seond omplementlauses in (1-d). For another thing, Staudaher's aount of the removal of barrier sta-tus of verb-seond omplement lauses by verb-seond movement in the matrix lause isnot available under minimalist assumptions for a number of reasons. First, this aountrelies on indies and transitivity of o-indexing, but, following Chomsky's arguments,o-indexing is not a tehnial devie that is legitimate under minimalist assumptions (letalone inhomogeneous o-indexing of the type that is needed in Staudaher's approah).Seond, there is no room for a onept like speifer/head agreement if all Agree rela-tions have their soure on a lexial item (more preisely, a probe feature) and imply-ommand by this item. And third, as it stands, Staudaher's aount presupposeseither a representational syntax or a derivational syntax that has look-ahead apaity(beause the question of whether extration from the lower lause is possible an onlybe answered one the edge domain of the matrix lause is reahed); but phase-basedminimalist analyses are haraterized by the property of being (a) stritly derivationaland (b) without look-ahead apaity. It is not lear whether the approah ould betransferred into a derivational system without look-ahead (or bak-traking).In view of this state of a�airs, Staudaher's approah must either be abandoned ormodi�ed appropriately. In what follows, I will show that a new analysis that maintainsmain insights of Staudaher's approah suggests itself on the basis of the approahto CED phenomena in Müller (2010) (setion 4) and a version of the approahes toreprojetion movement in Fanselow (2008) and Georgi & Müller (2010) (setion 5).More spei�ally, following Staudaher (1990), I will develop an analysis in setion 6 thatrests on the idea that embedded verb-seond lauses are barriers beause they are notas stritly seleted as dass lauses, and that the barrier status an be removed by verb-seond movement in the matrix lause beause suh movement in e�et produes (moreor less, as in the head seletion/o-indexing disjuntion in (8-b)) the same on�gurationas it is present with dass lauses from the start.4. CED E�ets: A Phase-Based Approah4.1 Bakground and AssumptionsIn Müller (2010), I argue that a version of the CED (whih an be shown to be anempirially viable alternative to the one in (6)) follows from the Phase ImpenetrabilityCondition (PIC) proposed in Chomsky (2000; 2001; 2008); in what follows I sketh theoutlines of this approah. The PIC an be de�ned as in (9).



8 Gereon Müller(9) Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC):The domain of a head X of a phase XP is not aessible to operations outside XP;only X and its edge are aessible to suh operations (where the edge of X inludesspei�er(s) of X and X).Chomsky takes the PIC to ontribute to e�ient omputation by reduing searh spaein derivations. Apart from that, one of the PIC's main e�ets is that it fores suessive-yli movement via phase edges; suh movement is possible beause edge features thatdrive it an be inserted on phase heads. It turns out that CED e�ets follow as PICphenomena if the following four assumptions are made: First, all syntati operations aredriven by features of lexial items. Seond, these features are ordered on lexial items.Third, all phrases are phases. And �nally (and most importantly), edge features thattrigger intermediate movement steps an be added (in minimal violation of Chomsky's(2001) Inlusiveness Condition) only as long as the phase head is still ative. The versionof the CED that an be derived from the PIC under these assumptions is (10).(10) Condition on Extration Domain (to be derived from the PIC):a. Movement must not ross a barrier.b. α is a barrier if the operation that has merged α in a phase Γ is the �naloperation in Γ.Let me brie�y expliate (but not try to justify or provide bakground information for) thefour assumptions that must be made. First, all syntati operations are feature-driven.More spei�ally, there are two types of features that drive operations, viz., struture-building features (edge features, subategorization features) that trigger (external orinternal) Merge operations and are aompanied by bullets ([•F•℄), and probe featuresthat trigger Agree operations and are aompanied by asterisks ([∗F∗℄).8Seond, features on lexial items are ordered. For instane, if a head X subategorizesfor three items A, B and C, where C is to beome X's omplement, B is to beome X'sinner spei�er, and A is to beome X's outer spei�er, X will inherently be equipped witha feature list [•C•℄ ≻ [•B•℄ ≻ [•A•℄. Thus, struture-building features are loated on astak belonging to a lexial item. This does not only hold for subategorization featuresthat trigger external Merge; it is also the ase with movement-induing features thattrigger internal Merge. For instane, if the lexial item X ontains a fourth struture-building feature Z in addition whih triggers movement of some designated item, thiswill show up most deeply embedded on the feature list: [•C•℄ ≻ [•B•℄ ≻ [•A•℄ ≻ [•Z•℄.In addition to the stak for struture-building features, a lexial item has a seond stakfor probe features. A Last Resort ondition ensures that a syntati (Merge or Agree)operation an only take plae if it disharges (and thereby removes) a struture-buildingor probe feature; and only those features are aessible at any given step of the derivationthat are on the top of a stak; see (11).8 The notation follows Hek & Müller (2007), whih in turn ombines various other notation systemsthat an be found in the literature. Note that whereas struture-building features for external Merge(i.e., basi-generation) are ategorial, struture-building features for internal Merge (i.e., movement)need not be, and often are not � thus, wh-movement is e�eted by [•wh•℄, topialization by ([•top•℄,and so on.



Movement from Verb-Seond Clauses Revisited 9(11) Last Resort (LR):a. Every syntati operation must disharge (and delete) either [•F•℄ or [∗F∗℄.b. Only features on the top of a feature list are aessible.The third assumption is that all phrases are phases. As a onsequene, wh-movementmust proeed via every XP edge domain on its way to its ultimate target position (theC[•wh•] node that attrats it), given the PIC; and similarly for all other movementdependenies. This assumption is neessary to derive (10) in full; if one were to assumethat only CP and vP are phases, only (last-merged) spei�ers of CP and VP would bepredited to be barriers.Finally, a restrition needs to be imposed onerning the insertion of edge featuresthat drive intermediate movement steps in Chomsky (2000; 2001). The �rst thing tonote is that edge feature insertion annot be free (or that having edge features freelyavailable is an intrinsi property of phase heads; see Chomsky (2007; 2008)). Chomsky(2000; 2001) suggests that edge features do not ome for free, and that edge features anonly be inserted on a phase head after the phase is otherwise omplete, i.e., after thephase head has beome inert (by having triggered all the operations that it an trigger asa onsequene of its inherent properties). Cruially, suppose that the opposite is orret:Edge features an only be inserted before the phase is otherwise omplete, i.e., beforethe phase head has beome inert (by having disharged all its struture-building andprobe features). This an be formulated as the Edge Feature Condition (EFC) in (12-a).Given reasonably standard assumptions about strit yliity, edge feature insertion anonly go to the top of the existing stak of struture-building features, as in (12-b). Thisensures a last-in/�rst-out property of feature staks.(12) Edge Feature Condition (EFC):An edge feature [•X•℄ an be assigned to the head γ of a phase only if (a) and (b)hold:a. γ has not yet disharged all its struture-building or probe features.b. [•X•℄ ends up on top of γ's list of struture-building features.4.2 AnalysisWith these assumptions in plae, it remains to be shown that the CED in (10) nowfollows as a theorem from the PIC. Ignoring probe features for Agree for the moment,the reason why last-merged spei�ers at as barriers is, essentially, this: Suppose thatsome item α has made it to the edge domain of some phase β, and β is now mergedas the last operation indued by a phase head γ's struture-building features; supposefurther that α eventually needs to undergo movement beyond γ beause the phase headthat bears the feature [•Z•℄ whih requires suessive-yli movement of α is not yetpart of the tree reated so far. The dilemma that arises at this point is that, when
β (inluding α in its edge domain) is merged, γ's stak of struture-building featuresis empty � the phase head has beome inert, and the EFC aordingly preludes edgefeature insertion. This means that α annot move from a β spei�er to the next higher
γ spei�er. Assuming a non-reursive de�nition of phase edges (suh that the spei�erof a spei�er of γ is not part of the edge of γ), subsequent extration of α aross thephase headed by γ will invariably violate the PIC � α is too deeply embedded in the



10 Gereon Müllerphase γ (it is still part of an intervening phase β).The only oneivable way out of this dilemma would be for edge feature insertion on
γ to preede Merge of β (inluding α), so that γ is still ative (beause it has not yetdisharged its �nal struture-building feature for β). However, this also does not help:Either the newly inserted edge feature lands on top of γ's stak of struture-buildingfeatures; then, given LR, it is disharged again (attrating something from within the γphase established so far) before β is merged. Alternatively, the edge feature is insertedbelow the �nal inherent struture-building feature; however, this violates requirement(12-b) of the EFC. The three failed attempts of establishing an edge feature ([•X•℄) on
γ to extrat α out of a last-merged spei�er β are illustrated in (13).(13) Last-merged spei�ers as barriers:a. Edge feature insertion follows spei�er feature disharge:

γ: [•β•℄
→ γ: Ø
→ γ: [•X•℄  violates (12-a)b. Edge feature insertion preedes spei�er feature disharge, version 1:

γ: [•β•℄
→ γ: [•β•℄ ≻ [•X•℄
→ γ: [•X•℄  violates (12-b). Edge feature insertion preedes spei�er feature disharge, version 2:

γ: [•β•℄
→ γ: [•X•℄ ≻ [•β•℄
→ γ: [•β•℄  does not help beause of (11-b)In ontrast, omplements do not have to be barriers. Suppose that the list of struture-building features is not yet empty when a subategorization feature for a omplement δ(inluding some item α in its edge domain that needs to undergo further movement) isdisharged and δ enters the struture, i.e., the phase head γ still has a struture-buildingfeature for a spei�er β left at this point. In this ase, an edge feature an be inserted on

γ without violating the EFC, and the edge feature an attrat α out of δ, to a spei�erposition in the edge domain of γ. As a result, the PIC will be respeted on the nextyle. This is shown shematially in (14).(14) Non-last-merged omplements as non-barriers:Edge feature insertion follows omplement feature disharge and preedes spei�erfeature disharge:
γ: [•δ•℄ ≻ [•β•℄

→ γ: [•β•℄
→ γ: [•X•℄ ≻ [•β•℄
→ γ: [•β•℄
→ γ: Ø  violates nothingNote that beause of the last-in/�rst-out property of the EFC/LR-based approah, in-termediate movement steps to phase edges must take plae before a (�nal) spei�er is



Movement from Verb-Seond Clauses Revisited 11merged. This results in strutures that look like (inherently ayli) tuking in (Rihards(2001)) has applied; but it has not: All movement steps extend the tree. This systematie�et (whih I all the Intermediate Step Corollary) is illustrated for suessive-ylimovement of some DP2 aross a VP phase and a vP phase (both of whih have DPspei�ers) in (15).(15) Intermediate movement steps:DP2 ... vPDP1 v′ v′v VPDP3 V′ V′V ...... ...As argued in Müller (2010), this PIC-based approah to CED phenomena predits that(last-merged) subjets are barriers both in Spev and in SpeC; that adjunts are barriers(assuming that they are last-merged spei�ers of speial funtional projetions); and thatindiret objets bearing dative are barriers (assuming that they are last-merged in SpeVor as the spei�er of some projetion between vP and VP). Furthermore, the approahpredits what I all a melting e�et: Subjets, indiret objets and other ategories thatare normally barriers beause they are last-merged in their respetive phases shouldease to be a barrier if the phase head has an additional struture-building feature [•Z•℄triggering movement to an outer spei�er. The reason is that in this situation, an edgefeature should be insertable on the phase head after a spei�er is merged, given that thephase head is still ative beause it has some feature [•Z•℄ left that will subsequentlytrigger internal Merge. I argue that melting e�ets do indeed our with loal sramblingto Spev and SpeV in German and Czeh, and ensure transpareny of otherwise opaquesubjets and indiret objets. A German example that illustrates the transpareny of anin-situ subjet for wh-movement (here giving rise to was für split) after loal sramblingof the objet to an outer Spev position is (16-b); in ontrast, (16-a) shows that thesubjet is opaque in its in situ position (and there is evidene that the subjet must, orat least may, stay in situ, in vP, in this ontext).(16) a. *Wasiwhat habenhave [DPk
ti fürfor Büher ℄booksnom

[DPj
denthe Fritz ℄Fritzacc

beeindruktimpressed ?



12 Gereon Müllerb. Wasiwhat habenhave [DPj
denthe Fritz ℄Fritzacc

[DPk
ti fürfor Büher ℄booksnom

tj beeindruktimpressed ?Still, the system developed so far raises an obvious question: How an omplements (i.e.,�rst-merged items) that are also last-merged in their phases evade barrier status? It is atthis point that probe features of phase heads beome relevant: Probe features an keepa head ative, and aessible for edge feature insertion, in the same way that struture-building features do. Thus, suppose that a phase head γ, after having disharged its solestruture-building feature and thereby merged with a omplement β, still has a probefeature [∗F∗℄ left that needs to be heked with a mathing [F℄ feature that is either on
β, or in some ategory inluded in β (evidently, this feature [∗F∗℄ ould not be hekedbefore β has entered the struture). In this ase, an edge feature an be inserted after
γ has merged with β, and before [∗F∗℄ triggers an Agree operation with a mathingfeature in the omplement β; and this means that some α an be extrated out of βeven though β is not just �rst-merged, but also last-merged in γ.9 (17) illustrates whylast-merged omplements do not have to be barriers. They are barriers if there is anempty stak of probe features on γ (see (17-a)), but they are not barriers if some probefeature is present (see (17-b)).(17) Last-merged omplements as non-barriers:a. Edge feature insertion follows omplement feature disharge, no probe feature:

γ: [•β•℄
→ γ: Ø
→ γ: [•X•℄  violates (12-a)b. Edge feature insertion follows omplement feature disharge, with probe fea-ture:

γ: [•β•℄[∗F∗℄
→ γ: [∗F∗℄
→ γ: [•X•℄[∗F∗℄  violates nothingAt this point the question arises of whih operation is arried out next with the phasehead γ in (17-b): Is it disharge of the probe feature or is it disharge of the struture-building feature? Note that what might at �rst sight perhaps look as the most obviousstrategy � viz., to immediately get rid of the edge feature that has just been insertedby arrying out an intermediate movement step of α out of β � is problemati beauseit inurs a violation of an elementary priniple of derivational struture-building: theStrit Cyle Condition (SCC) (f. Chomsky (1973)). A simple version of the SCC is9 Depending on whether Agree with a probe feature on γ may also a�et some other ategory inluded in

β, or only (the head of) β, the PIC may or may not have to be relaxed for Agree operations (as proposedby Bo²kovi¢ (2007)). Alternatively Agree might then be viewed as taking plae suessive-ylially;see Legate (2005). Something to this e�et would seem to be required independently for onstrutionslike agreement of T with nominative objets in Ielandi and the analysis of long-distane agreement inlanguages like Hindi (but f. Chomsky (2001) and Bhatt (2005), respetively, for alternatives that takethese onstrutions to argue for a less restritive notion of phase in general).



Movement from Verb-Seond Clauses Revisited 13given in (18).(18) Strit Cyle Condition (SCC):Within the urrent domain ζ, a syntati operation may not exlusively apply topositions that are inluded within another domain π that is dominated by ζ.If the phase head γ is merged with α that has undergone movement out of β, with αtherefore beoming γ's spei�er, subsequent disharge of the probe feature [∗F∗℄ on γwith some item in β will have to violate the SCC beause this latter operation exlusivelyapplies to positions that are inluded in γ′ (= π in (18)), whih is dominated by theurrent domain γP inluding α (= ζ in (18)). An a priori possible way out might beto arry out Agree between [∗F∗℄ on γ and α in the spei�er position (or with someategory inluded in α); however, this would violate the -ommand requirement onAgree operations (see Chomsky (2001; 2008)). We an therefore onlude that the nextoperation arried out with the phase head in (17-b) is disharge of [∗F∗℄ by Agree withsome item in β, and this is then followed by movement of α from the edge of β to theedge of γ, whih disharges [•X•℄.10Of ourse, it must now be ensured that the option for phase heads with empty staksof struture-building features of being kept ative by probe features is not available forlast-merged spei�ers. This follows without further ado from the interation of the -ommand requirement on Agree and the Strit Cyle Condition. Probe features on aphase head an never remove barrier status from a last-merged spei�er beause (a) aprobe feature annot arry out Agree with (some item in) its spei�er due to a lak of-ommand, and (b) a probe feature annot arry out Agree with (some item in) itsomplement after a spei�er has been merged beause of the SCC. To sum up, last-merged spei�ers ontinue to be barriers; non-last-merged spei�ers and omplementsare not barriers; and last-merged omplements are not barriers if the phase head hasone or more additional probe feature(s) for Agree with/into the omplement. Given thevast number of (various kinds of) Agree relations that an (or, in fat, must) be postu-lated (involving features like person, gender, number, ase, tense and other grammatialategories), omplements, as a rule, will be transparent for extration. Only when (a) aomplement is last-merged and (b) there is no Agree operation with the head that it is aomplement of an a omplement beome a barrier. In setion 6, I will argue that suhan exeptional situation arises in the ase of verb-seond omplements embedded by averb-�nal lause. However, before that, something needs to be said about verb-seondmovement.5. Verb-Seond by ReprojetionVerb-seond movement in German is often oneived of as adjuntion to C that proeedsby intermediate adjuntion to T and v, as in (19).10 Note that the disontinuous sequene of edge feature insertion and edge feature disharge thus re-quired is unproblemati, given that struture-building features and probe features are on di�erent staks.



14 Gereon Müller(19) Verb-Seond, a standard view:CPXP C′C TPTi Cvj Ti ... vPVk vj ... VP...There are three potential problems with this view. The �rst problem is that there donot seem to strong empirial arguments for assuming verb-seond movement to proeedfrom V to v, then from v to T, and �nally from T to C (see Haider (1993a) and Roberts(2009; 2010), pae Sabel (1996)). And assuming that it does so nevertheless gives riseto various tehnial problems: Stritly speaking, C attrats T (not V), T attrats v(not V), and only v attrats V, so the existene of full verb-seond movement of V to Cemerges as a fortunate oinidene going bak to a onspiray of three separate movementrules. If the view embodied in (19) is orret, we might expet phenomena (in minimallydi�ering varieties of German, e.g., earlier stages of the language, or regional variants) likebare T-to-C movement or V-to-v-to-T movement stopping there, for whih there is noonvining evidene (see the above referenes for disussion). These onsiderations leadme to onlude that verb-seond movement does not proeed via suessive adjuntionto higher heads.The seond problem is that one never �nds ases in German where there is a realiza-tion of C as dass together with an adjaent verb-seond head, as in (20-a). Given thatthere are varieties of German that do not respet the Double Comp Filter (i.e., thatallow a simultaneous realization of dass and some other item in the CP edge domain),this is unexpeted. Furthermore, it seems that there are substandard instanes of asimultaneous realization of dass and verb-seond in Modern German after all (and, de-pending on the analysis, perhaps also in Old High German), but these look exatly liketheir Sandinavian ounterparts, with a sequene C+topi+V2, as in (20-b) (see Lenerz(1984), Müller & Sternefeld (1993); and Axel (2007) and Freywald (2009) for reentdisussion onerning Old High German and Modern German substandard varieties,respetively).(20) a. *(IhI glaube,)believe [CP sieshe hati-dasshas-that [TP ihnhim getro�enmet ti ℄℄



Movement from Verb-Seond Clauses Revisited 15b. */#(IhI glaube,)believe [CP dassthat [ denthe FritzFritz hathas [TP sieshe geto�enmet ti ℄℄The third problem onerns the nature of head movement as adjuntion to another headin general. As is well known, this view of head movement reates several problems withrespet to highly general (and independently motivated) onstraints on movement, e.g.,the -ommand requirement for traes (whih is a subase of the SCC; f. (18)); seeBrody (2001), Mahajan (2001), Abels (2003), Müller (2004), and Matushansky (2006)(among others) for disussion. This problem an be solved by assuming that head move-ment is not adjuntion but reprojetion, in the sense that a head moves out of a phraseand remerges with it, projeting its label in the derived position. Reprojetion move-ment of a �nite verb is expliitly assumed for German verb-seond lauses in Stehow& Sternefeld (1988), based to some extent on Reis (1985) who had argued that dasslauses and verb-seond lauses should be treated as ategorially di�erent (essentiallyCP vs. VP). Both Stehow & Sternefeld (1988) and Sternefeld (1989) assume that treat-ing verb-seond as reprojetion movement is a preondition for deriving the asymmetrybetween dass lauses (whih are assumed to be CPs) and verb-seond lauses (VPs) withrespet to extration into dass lauses. Subsequent approahes that analyse instanesof verb movement (inluding, in some ases, verb-seond movement) by reprojetioninlude Holmberg (1991), Akema, Neeleman & Weerman (1993), Koeneman (2000),Haider (2000), Hornstein & Uriagereka (2002), and Fanselow (2003; 2008).11In what follows, I adopt a reprojetion analysis of verb-seond lauses in Germanthat ombines aspets of the approahes to reprojetion in Fanselow (2008), Georgi &Müller (2010) and other work just mentioned (but that nevertheless di�ers from all theseapproahes in ertain minor respets).12The basi idea is that a head γ may be equipped with a ertain probe feature [∗F∗℄that it annot possibly hek in situ, for the simple reason that there is no goal featurearound that it might hek it with. There are two possibilities: Either there is nomathing goal feature in the -ommand domain of γ at all (reall that Agree requires-ommand), or there is a mathing goal feature that has already been heked withsome other probe earlier in the derivation, so it is not available anymore for γ. In thisase, γ may, as a last resort operation (a onept whih is not to be onfused with theLast Resort ondition introdued in setion 3 above), undergo reprojetion movement inorder to �nd a mathing goal and disharge its probe feature [∗F∗℄ under -ommand.11 As noted by Fanselow (2008), reprojetion analyses of verb-seond in German to some degree resemblethe lassi approahes developed in Bierwish (1963) and Thiersh (1978), whih had been supersededby the standard analysis in (19) going bak to den Besten (1977).12 As a side remark, and antiipating the analysis of the data in (1) given in the next setion, let mepoint out that, unlike Stehow & Sternefeld (1988) and Sternefeld (1989), I will not so muh exploitreprojetion movement and the ategorial di�erene (CP vs. VP) between dass lauses and verb-seondlauses that goes along with it to aount for the di�erene in grammatiality between (1-a) and (1-d);i.e., the basi status of verb-seond lauses as barriers will not neessarily be tied to their being VPsrather than CPs (although this will turn out to be one of several possibilities). Rather, reprojetionmovement will be required to explain the di�erene between (1-) and (1-d); i.e., it will o�er a simpleaount of the fat that verb-seond movement in the matrix lause destroys barrierhood and turns anembedded verb-seond lause into a transparent domain.



16 Gereon Müller[∗F∗℄ thus in e�et ats as a Münhhausen feature.13The ases of reprojetion movement investigated in Georgi & Müller (2010) are typi-ally highly loal; in partiular, in that paper we are onerned with word order variationin NPs that is derived by extremely loal reprojetion movement of N.14 In ontrast,verb-seond movement by reprojetion annot be suh an extremely loal movementoperation if verb-seond lauses in German have a full TP-vP-VP struture, and if verb-seond movement targets a position outside of TP. Indeed, there seems to be evidenein abundane for assuming that verb-seond lauses in German have a full TP-vP-VPstruture. For instane, in dass lauses as in non-subjet initial verb-seond lauses, onlysubjets an preede weak pronouns (exept for items in the Vorfeld), whih follows ifthere is a designated TP ategory whose spei�er ats as a target for optional subjetraising (as argued in Grewendorf (1989)), and srambling annot go beyond the vP/VPdomain. Moreover, asymmetries between (in-situ) subjets and other arguments withrespet to subategorization by V, verb phrase topialization, extration, binding, andso on, are the same in dass lauses and verb-seond lauses, and to the extent that thesedi�erenes motivate a vP/VP distintion, they do so in both ontexts. Similarly, it islear that, sine verb-seond movement may end up in a position preeding a subjet thatin turn preedes a weak objet pronoun (whih in turn may preede a non-pronominalobjet), it must target a position outside of TP. The question then is: How does V getthere?Here is a suggestion. Suppose that the Münhhausen probe feature on a V that is toundergo verb-seond movement by reprojetion is [∗T∗℄ (see Fanselow (2008, set. 3.3));suh a feature is optionally instantiated on V in the numeration, and it indiates aspeial relation that ertain kinds of V (viz., verb-seond Vs) have to enter with a TPprojetion. Suppose further that, if V takes an objet with lausal struture inside,[∗T∗℄ an never be disharged with a lower TP that it -ommands. This is obvious ifthe embedded lause is a verb-seond lause itself (beause in this ase, the embeddedverb-seond head will have undergone Agree with TP already, and TP is not aessiblefor Agree anymore sine it does not have an ative goal). We may assume that it alsoholds in ases where a proper C (like dass) subategorizes TP, perhaps beause C alsohas a probe feature [∗T∗℄ in addition to the subategorization feature [•T•℄ that triggersmerge of C and TP; note that sine a last-merged omplement TP of C is transparentfor extration, the approah to CED e�ets skethed in setion 4 presupposes that thereis some probe feature on C that keeps C ative for edge feature insertion in order to13 The name is self-explanatory: Baron Münhhausen esapes from a swamp (where he is trappedon the bak of his horse) by pulling himself up by his hair. The use of the name `Münhhausen' insyntati theory arguably goes bak to Sternefeld's (1991) haraterization of an operation employed inChomsky's (1986) theory of barriers: Here, VP is a barrier, but a V moved to I an belatedly justify itsown (originally impossible) movement aross the VP barrier by L-marking VP and removing barrierhood� learly a ase of pulling oneself up by one's own hair. (Inidentally, Staudaher's (1990) analysis interms of transitivity of o-indexing is not too dissimilar in this respet.) Fanselow (2003) applies theonept to reprojetion movement (`Münhhausen-style head movement').14 This in turn solves a number of problems that arise under the lassi view that nominal projetionsare NPs, with DP as a spei�er of N, rather than DPs, with NP as a omplement of D. However, thisissue is orthogonal to my present onerns, so I will ontinue to assume that nominal projetions areDPs.



Movement from Verb-Seond Clauses Revisited 17move something out of TP's edge domain.15 Thus, irrespetively of whether there is anembedded T in the -ommand domain or not, the only way to disharge a [∗T∗℄ featureof V is to arry out reprojetion movement. Consequently, V[∗T∗] undergoes movementto the next phase edge, and from there to the next phase edge, until it �nally reahesa position from whih it an reprojet a VP and disharge its Münhhausen feature[∗T∗℄ under -ommand of T � i.e., the movement operation as a whole is non-loal, butlike all other movement operations, long-distane reprojetion movement is omposedof a series of smaller steps, as required by the PIC. This derivation is shown in (21)(with ◦ marking the intermediate positions suessively oupied by V on its way to itsreprojetion position, and the dashed arrow from V to T indiating the Agree relationthat provides the trigger for verb-seond movement).(21) Verb-Seond by reprojetion:VPXP V′V[∗T∗] TPDP T′

◦ T′vP TtDP v′
◦ v′VP vDP ◦The assumption that verb-seond in German looks as in (21) gives rise to various ques-tions.16 An obvious one onerns the Head Movement Constraint (HMC): This analysis15 If it is assumed that some other feature than [∗T∗℄ is involved in C-T Agree, this would make thesame predition as long as it is ensured that this Agree operation makes T an inative goal for Agreewith a higher V.16 It also makes some further interesting preditions. Consider, for instane, the well-known fat thatsome morphologially omplex verbs an our in �nite form in a verb-�nal position, but fail to parti-ipate in V/2 fronting (see Haider (1992) and Koopman (1995), among many others):(i) a. dassthat siethey diethe Operopera hierhere ur-auf-führenperform �rstb. *Sie führen die Oper hier ur-auf. *Sie auf-führen die Oper hier ur



18 Gereon Müllerof verb-seond in terms of reprojetion movement of V to the TP domain takes plaevia loal steps (viz., via all intermediate edge domains); however, it learly violates theHMC beause the intervening heads v and T are skipped by the operation. Arguably,though, this is not a problem sine the HMC an be shown to be too strit anyway;see in partiular Roberts (2009; 2010), who argues that various kinds of head move-ment operations must be able to freely ross intervening head positions (among themlong verb movement in Breton, V movement in prediate left onstrutions in Spanishand Hebrew, liti-limbing in Italian and, inidentaly, also verb-seond movement inGerman).Seond, we may ask whether the intermediate movement steps of V[∗T∗] are triggeredby edge features, like all other ases of suessive-yli movement. Indeed, there is everyreason to assume that they are (note partiularly that all extration takes plae fromomplements, so edge features an be inserted in line with the EFC in (12)).Third, why does V reprojet, rather than just ending up as a further spei�er of TP?A simple (and standard) answer here ould be that if two items are ombined, only oneof them an have the feature that indues this operation, and the item that does willalways be the one that projets.17Fourth, it is so far not lear how the spei�er XP of the verb-seond head V omesinto existene that loses o� the VP in (21). In the general type of approah adoptedhere, there must be a struture-building feature that triggers plaement of some XP inthe �rst position. There are various possibilities as to how this an be implementedin the present system. For onreteness, suppose that a V ategory that is equippedwith the feature [∗T∗℄ induing verb-seond must (or may, depending on the analysis ofapparant verb-�rst strutdures) also bear a struture-building feature reating a spei�erin the reprojetion position. Suh a feature may trigger wh-movement ([•wh•℄), as inthe ases in (1), or topialization ([•top•℄), as in an example like (3), but typiallynot relativization ([•rel•℄), sine relative lauses in German standardly do not involveverb-seond � f. (4), but also Gärtner (2000) for some exeptions. In order to avoid adisharge of this struture-building feature while V is still in situ, it an be assumed thata feature like [•wh•℄ or [•top•℄ on V[∗T∗] omes with a diariti that makes its dishargedependent on a prior disharge of the probe feature [∗T∗℄ driving verb-seond. This isshown in (22) for wh-movement and topialization respetively, on the basis of the entryd. *Sie ur-auf-führen die Oper hierThis is a priori di�ult to aount for if verb-seond movement an uniformly be traed bak to someattrating feature on an invariant C; in the present approah, one an simply assume a redundany rulefor ertain omplex verbs that systematially bloks the presene of [∗T∗℄ on suh a verb.17 Upon loser srutiny, a bit more must be said, though. Why an't V stay in the spei�er position ofT, disharging its probe feature [∗T∗℄ and projeting there? If it does, the struture-building feature forT's DP spei�er (the EPP property) an never be satis�ed. So T must be able to remain in a positionfor a while from whih heking would in priniple be possible, and then move again to a further positionoutside of TP to atually arry out the heking (otherwise the SCC would be violated). Note that sinethis last operation tehnially goes to a position beyond the TP phase, the earlier intermediate step toa SpeT position is required. � That said, nothing in what follows would inherently be inompatiblewith an analysis of verb-seond as movement to a spei�er of TP, with V′ in (21) reinterpreted as T′ orTP; to reah this result, one would have to give up the assumption that the label of a omplex ategoryis determined by the daughter that has ontributed the operation-induing feature that is responsiblefor reating that omplex ategory.



Movement from Verb-Seond Clauses Revisited 19for V in (21).18(22) a. V: [•DP•℄ ≻ [•wh•℄([∗T∗]), [∗T∗℄b. V: [•DP•℄ ≻ [•top•℄([∗T∗]), [∗T∗℄In the ourse of the derivation, a V as in (22-ab) �rst disharges [•DP•℄ by mergingwith a DP that beomes its omplement; then it undergoes suessive-yli movementsteps via intermediate edge domains (fored by the PIC, and permitted by the EFC)until it an disharge its Münhausen feature (the ategorial probe feature [∗T∗℄ byreprojetion, taking TP as its omplement; and �nally, this opens up the possibility ofdisharging the movement-induing feature ([•wh•℄ or [•top•℄) by reating a spei�er;in a sense, [∗T∗℄ on V loks an operator movement feature, and the disharge of [∗T∗℄unloks it.19Fifth, the question arises why C annot embed a verb-seond VP (abstrating awayfrom marked on�gurations like the one in (20-b)). Standardly, the omplementarydistribution is derived by assuming ategorial identity, whih the present approah doesnot.20 In the present approah, a simple analysis suggests itself: C is equipped with astruture-building feature [•T•℄, but reprojetion movement of V in verb-seond lauseshas reated a VP, whih C annot subategorize. Consequently, we are led to theonlusion that C only shows up optionally in a numeration (or subarray) � if it does inthe presene of verb-seond movement, the derivation will rash.2118 I abstrat away here from other possible probe features on V that it may hek with its argumentDP or some item inluded in it.19 As noted, alternative approahes are possible. One ould, for instane, assume that struture-buildingfeatures and probe features do not show up on two separate staks, but are atually ordered with respetto one another on a single stak. In the ase at hand, an initial order [•DP•℄ ≻ [∗T∗℄ ≻ [•wh•℄ wouldmake it possible to do without the diariti on the movement-induing feature, but suh a theory isarguably more stipulative than the approah envisaged here beause an order like [•DP•℄ ≻ [∗T∗℄ (or ageneralized variant thereof) follows from the general make-up of the theory (a probe feature an only bedisharged if there is some ategory present that provides a goal) and thus does not have to be statedas suh.Furthermore, it might be that the present approah to �lling the �rst position in verb-seond lauses inGerman is not yet �ne-grained enough. Frey (2004) and Fanselow (2003; 2008) argue that one shouldformally distinguish between unmarked realizations and marked realizations of the �rst position inverb-seond lauses, with the former ase involving, apparently, just items at the left periphery of theverb-seond lause that would normally also show up at the edge of the TP or vP domain, and thelatter ase involving information-struturally marked items, as, e.g., in wh-lauses and long-distanetopializations. If this is right, one might want to address it by permitting an underspei�ed edgefeature [•X•℄ as a third option for an intrinsi feature on a verb-seond V: [•X•℄ disharge wouldthen imply moving whatever happens to be the losest TP- or vP-internal item to the spei�er of thereprojeting verb (given a onstraint like the Minimal Link Condition; see Fanselow (1991), Chomsky(2001)), whereas [•wh•℄ (or [•top•℄) disharge would imply moving the losest wh-item (or [top℄-markeditem).20 However, note that ategorial identity in the strit sense is not available under the standard ap-proah either, given strutures like (20-a); and also note the problem raised by (20-a) in this ontext.Furthermore, Stehow & Sternefeld (1988, 402-405) show that the idea of a omplementary distributionof verb-seond and dass is problemati to begin with.21 A further derivation that must be ruled out has C merging with TP before reprojetion movementof V. This follows if last resort operations like reprojetion movement obey an earliness requirement, asassumed in Georgi & Müller (2010): The Münhhausen feature is disharged as soon as possible.



20 Gereon MüllerMuh more would ultimately have to be said about a reprojetion approah to Ger-man verb-seond lauses. However, I will refrain from doing so sine the only thing thatis of fundamental importane for the PIC-based approah to the data in (1) to be devel-oped in the next setion is really just the assumption (adopted from Fanselow (2008))that a V that undergoes verb-seond movement in the derivation has an additionaloperation-induing feature that is absent when V stays in situ, in a dass lause.6. A PIC-Based ApproahNow the system is basially in plae that makes it possible to derive the the patternin (1) from the PIC, in a way that inorporates Staudaher's (1990) hypothesis thatverb-seond lauses are barriers beause they are not as stritly seleted as dass lauses,and that the barrierhood is lifted by verb-seond movement beause this gives rise toa on�guration that resembles the one found with dass lauses. There is just one moreassumption that is needed: In the examples in (1), the most deeply embedded lause isboth �rst-merged (i.e., a omplement) and last-merged. This implies that the embeddedlause an only be transparent for extration if V is equipped with another operation-induing feature that keeps it ative (for edge feature insertion to be possible) after thelause is merged. As I will show momentarily, this state of a�airs lies at the ore of the3-out-of-4 pattern in (1). However, the grammatiality status does not vary notiablywhen an additional argument is added, as in (23-ab), whih an be ompared with (1-a)and (1-d), respetively (the added argument is in italis).22(23) a. ?(IhI weiÿknow niht)not [ weniwhom (dass)that duyou ihmhim gesagttold hasthave [ t′i dassthat sieshe tigetro�enmet hat ℄℄hasb. *(IhI weiÿknow niht)not [ weniwhom (dass)that duyou ihmhim gesagttold hasthave [ t′i hathas sieshe tigetro�en ℄℄metAgainst the bakground of the theory developed so far, the onlusion to be drawn fromthis is that lausal omplements are always the only items merged in a VP; a further non-subjet argument will then be merged in some separate projetion between vP and VP.Therefore, a struture-building feature for an indiret objet an never make extration22 At least, there is no systemati improvement of the verb-�nal/verb-seond ombination; quite on theontrary, as a tendeny the results get somewhat worse throughout. Inidentally, (23-b) is not quitefully well formed even if there is no movement from the embedded verb-seond lause; f. (i-a) vs. (i-b).(i) a. (IhI weiÿ)know [ dassthat duyou gesagtsaid hasthave [ sieshe hathas ihnhim getro�en ℄℄metb. ??(IhI weiÿ)know [ dassthat duyou ihmhim gesagtsaid hasthave [ sieshe hathas ihnhim getro�en ℄℄metIf this e�et ould be shown to be systemati, no additional assumption would be required for the asesin (23). However, there still seems to be a ontrast between (i-b) and (23-b), and this implies (23-b)annot solely be due to general non-liensing of embedded verb-seond in the presene of a seondargument in VP.



Movement from Verb-Seond Clauses Revisited 21from a CP possible by keeping the V head ative. Possibly, this assumption should begeneralized, suh that indiret objets and diret objets are always merged in di�erentprojetions, even when the diret objet is non-lausal. On this view, extration froma omplement of V always depends on the availability of some additional probe featureon V.Here, then, is the analyis of the pattern in (1): Both dass omplements and verb-seond omplements enter the struture via a subategorization feature on V ([•C•℄ and[•V•℄, respetively). However, the former lause type reeives a speial identi�ation inthe form of a probe feature on V that agrees with it; suh a feature is absent from Vif it embeds a verb-seond lause. For present purposes, it does not really matter whatexatly this additional probe feature on V that disriminates between dass lauses andverb-seond lauses looks like. One might speulate that it is a ase feature (assuming Cto be nominal, CPs might need ase, whih verbal ategories do not); but this question isdisussed ontroversially in the literature. An alternative would be to postulate abstrat
φ features on a dass lause (but not on a verb-seond lause). For now, I will simplyassume that the probe feature in question is a ategorial probe feature of just the typeenountered in the previous setion, the only di�erene being that it does not triggerreprojetion movement beause it an be heked by V under -ommand. Thus, inthe ase of a dass lause, matrix V may bear a probe feature [∗C∗℄; but there is noomparable ategorial probe feature on matrix V for a verb-seond lause. I take this tobe a relatively straightforward and faithful transfer of Staudaher's (1990) distintionin terms of head-marking via head-seletion (dass lauses are head-seleted, verb-seondlauses are not).23Given the approah to CED e�ets in setion 4, this aounts for the transpareny ofdass lauses: At the point of the derivation where an edge feature needs to be insertedon the matrix V to make movement from the edge of CP to the edge of VP possible,V is ative beause it still bears [∗C∗℄. The reason why dass omplements of V aretransparent for extration (see (1-a), (1-b)) thus follows in exatly the way outlined in(17-b) above for last-merged omplements in general. Consider �rst movement from adass lause into a dass lause, as in (1-a). (1-a) is repeated here as (24).24(24) (IhI weiÿknow niht)not [CP1

weniwhom (dass)that duyou [VP t′′i meinstthink [CP2
t′i dassthat sieshe tigetro�enmet hat ℄℄℄hasThe hanges in feature-omposition on the matrix V meinst in (24) are illustrated in(25).23 Why an a V with a feature [•V•℄ not merge with a (�nite or non-�nite) bare VP with an in situ Vhead that is not equipped with [∗T∗℄? Perhaps the most straightforward answer might be that it an,but that the resulting struture is uninterpretable sine the lower �lause� does not have a subjet (inaddition, an objet in the lower VP ould not have its ase feature heked).24 Although there are many more intermediate movement steps, given the assumption of setion 4that all phrases are phases, I add here only the trae in the matrix VP position that signals that themovement step from the CP2 edge to the matrix VP edge is legitimate. � Note inidentally that Iinsert traes here only for onveniene; opy theory, multidominane or radially traeless approahesto movement are also ompatible with the present analysis.



22 Gereon Müller(25) CP omplements as non-barriers, matrix V in situ:V: [•C•℄[∗C∗℄
→ V: [∗C∗℄
→ V: [•X•℄[∗C∗℄  violates nothingAfter the edge feature [•X•℄ is inserted, [∗C∗℄ is disharged, triggering Agree, and �nally,[•X•℄ is disharged, triggering extration from the CP omplement. The relevant partof the derivation of (24) is shown in (26).25(26) CP omplements as non-barriers:VP V′CP VDP C′ meinst: [∗C∗℄ [•X•℄wen C TPdass ...Note that this aount of dass lause transpareny is ompletely independent of the issueof verb movement in the higher lause. Therefore, sentenes like (1-b), with movementfrom a dass lause into a verb-seond lause, reeive essentially the same treatment;(1-b) is repeated here as (27) (with CP1 replaed with VP1, in line with new analysis ofverb-seond developed in setion 5).(27) [VP1

Weniwhom meinstthink duyou [VP t′′i [CP2
t′i dassthat sieshe ti getro�enmet hat ℄℄℄ ?hasThe only relevant di�erene to (24) is that matrix V has an additional probe feature,viz., the [∗T∗℄ feature that triggers reprojetion movement. Given that probe featuresare ordered on their stak in the same way that struture-building features are on theirs,it must be assumed that the order is [∗C∗℄ (to be disharged with the CP omplementby V in situ) ≻ [∗T∗℄ (to be disharged with the matrix TP after reprojetion raisingof V).26 Thus, edge feature insertion an respet the EFC on matrix V, as indiated in(28).25 Dashed lines indiate that the operation has not yet been arried out at this stage of the derivation,and that the struture has not yet been reated; the arrow ւ signals edge feature insertion.26 Then again, no aspet of the present analysis really fores the view that probe features are ordered,too. In the present ontext, this assumption is mainly (and weakly) justi�ed by onsiderations pertainingto homogeneity and uniformity of feature staks.



Movement from Verb-Seond Clauses Revisited 23(28) CP omplements as non-barriers, matrix V undergoes V2:V: [•C•℄[∗C∗℄ ≻ [∗T∗℄
→ V: [∗C∗℄ ≻ [∗T∗℄
→ V: [•X•℄[∗C∗℄ ≻ [∗T∗℄  violates nothingExept for the additional [∗T∗℄ feature, the relevant part of the derivation of (27) isidential to what is shown in (26).Things are di�erent with embedded verb-seond lauses. Let us turn to movementfrom a verb-seond lause into a verb-seond lause �rst; the example in (1-) is givenagain in (29) (with CP replaed by VP, and an intermediate trae in the edge domainof the matrix VP added).(29) [VP1

Weniwhom meinstthink duyou [VP t′′i [VP2
t′i hathas sieshe ti getro�en ℄℄℄ ?met(29) is well formed, whih implies that an edge feature an be inserted on matrix V foran item in the edge domain of its sole verb-seond omplement even though verb-seondomplements, by assumption, are not identi�ed by a ategorial probe feature (that wouldkeep the V head ative), like dass lauses are. It is at this point that the assumptionmade in setion 5 beomes relevant aording to whih verb-seond movement is broughtabout by a Münhhausen feature on V that triggers reprojetion movement (viz., [∗T∗℄).Cruially, this feature is present on matrix V in its in situ position in (29), and this isthe reason why V is still ative (after it has merged with the verb-seond lause), andtherefore aessible for edge feature insertion. The hanging feature struture on matrixV in the relevant part of the derivation is shown in (30).(30) VP omplements as non-barriers, matrix V undergoes V2:V: [•V•℄[∗T∗℄

→ V: [∗T∗℄
→ V: [•X•℄[∗T∗℄  violates nothingThe deisive stage of the derivation itself is illustrated in (31).



24 Gereon Müller(31) VP omplements as non-barriers:VP V′VP VDP V′ meinst: [∗T∗℄ [•X•℄wen V TPhat ...In the three ases disussed so far, there is at least one probe feature on matrix V thatkeeps the head ative and thereby permits edge feature insertion for movement out ofthe lausal omplement: In (24), there is [∗C∗℄; in (29), there is [∗T∗℄, and in (27), thereis both [∗C∗℄ and [∗T∗℄. However, in the ase of movement from a verb-seond lauseinto a dass lause as in (1-d), repeated here as (32) (with slightly modi�ed labelling),there is no [∗C∗℄ on the matrix V (beause the verb-seond omplement is not stritlyseleted, or �head-seleted�, in Staudaher's (1990) terminology), and there is no [∗T∗℄on the matrix V either (beause the matrix lause is not a verb-seond lause).(32) *(IhI weiÿknow niht)not [CP1
weniwhom (dass)that duyou meinstthink [VP2

t′i hathas sieshe ti getro�en ℄℄metConsequently, the matrix V head beomes inert after it has disharged its subatego-rization feature and merged with the verb-seond omplement: Edge feature insertionannot apply, and a PIC violation therefore annot be avoided one the derivation hasproeeded beyond the matrix VP phase. This aounts for the illformedness of (32).The impoverished feature struture of matrix V in this derivation is shown in (33).(33) VP omplements as barriers, matrix V stays in situ:V: [•V•℄
→ V: �  [•X•℄ insertion impossibleThe problemati step of the derivation itself is illustrated in (34).



Movement from Verb-Seond Clauses Revisited 25(34) VP omplements as barriers:VP V′x VP VDP V′ meinstwen V TPhat ...This onludes the aount of the pattern in (1) that is the subjet of the present artile:The restrition on movement from verb-seond lauses to verb-�nal lauses an be de-rived if Staudaher's (1990) main assumptions are transferred into the PIC-based aountof CED e�ets in Müller (2010) and enrihed by a reprojetion approah to verb-seondmovement that loates the operation-induing feature on V, as in Fanselow (2008). Theone thing that has been lost from Staudaher's original analysis in the ourse of doingso is transitivity of indexing as a means to remove barrier status from an embeddedverb-seond lause; sine this devie is either representational or demanding look-aheadapaity, and sine its work an straightforwardly be done by the reprojetion-induingprobe feature on matrix V against the bakground of the theory in Müller (2010), I takethis loss to be unproblemati.7. Some Further IssuesOf ourse, the approah just skethed raises a number of further issues. I will on�nemyself to addressing three of them here.First, the question arises of what happens with periphrasti verb forms where, say,an auxiliary undergoes verb-seond movement in the matrix lause and the main verbstays in situ. As shown in (35-ab), the pattern remains the same as in (1-), (1-d) (=(29), (32)):(35) a. [VP1
Weniwhom hasthave duyou [VP t′′i gemeintthought [VP2

t′i hathas sieshe ti getro�en ℄℄℄ ?metb. *(IhI weiÿknow niht)not [CP1
weniwhom (dass)that duyou gemeintthought hasthave [VP2

t′i hathas sieshe tigetro�en ℄℄metThe hallenge here is to aount for the fat that raising of the higher auxiliary anlift barrierhood of the verb-seond lause even though the main verb stays in situ inthe matrix lause. There are several ways to solve this problem.27 A �rst strategy27 Closer inspetion reveals that this problem shows up in a number of analyses of the pattern in (1),among them the one pursued by Staudaher (1990). In his system, one would have to assume that the



26 Gereon Müllermight be to assume that in fat not all phrases are phases after all: In extended (verbal)projetions, only the highest projetion ounts as a phase. This would derive the patternin (35), but it would require further assumptions for extration from dass lauses intodass lauses in ontexts where there is an auxiliary in situ in the matrix lause, as in(36) (ompare (1-a) = (24)). The reason is that it would be unlear why a probe featureon the lower V head (i.e., the main verb) ould render an otherwise inative higher Vhead (i.e., the auxiliary) ative.(36) (IhI weiÿknow niht)not [CP1
weniwhom (dass)that duyou [VP t′′i gemeintthought hasthave [CP2

t′i dassthat sieshe tigetro�enmet hat ℄℄℄hasI will therefore pursue a slightly di�erent approah here and postulate that an auxiliary(or modal) verb and its assoiate main verb are base-generated as a single omplexhead, and reprojetion movement of the �nite part of the omplex head proeeds viaexorporation, muh as with partile stranding under verb-seond.Seond, throughout this artile I have presupposed that omplement lauses aremerged in the anonial (left-peripheral) objet position in German. However, �niteomplement lauses typially undergo extraposition; in fat, extraposition is obligatoryin the ase of verb-seond omplements (see Stehow & Sternefeld (1988), Hek (2010)),and also if extration from a lause has applied (arguably a syntati re�ex of suessiveyliity in German; see Müller (1999), Lahne (2009)). On the view adopted here,obligatory extraposition is independent from the barrier status of a lausal omplement;and one might argue that the transpareny of dass lauses as in (1-a), (1-b) supportsthis view.28Third, it an be observed that the present proposal is inompatible with one smallpiee of the analysis of CED e�ets I give in Müller (2010): There I suggest that thebridge verb/non-bridge verb distintion, as well as lexial variation with extration fromDP, an be tied to the presene or absene of an additional probe feature that maykeep V ative, and aessible for edge feature insertion; f. (37) (lexially determinedextration from CP) and (38) (lexially determined extration from DP).(37) a. (IhI weiÿknow niht)not [CP1
weniwhom (dass)that duyou [VP t′′i meinst/glaubstthink [CP2

t′i dassthatduyou ti getro�enmet hast ℄℄℄haveb.?*(IhI weiÿknow niht)not [CP1
weniwhom (dass)that duyou [VP t′′i bereust/weiÿtregret/know [CP2

t′i dassthatduyou ti getro�enmet hast ℄℄℄haveauxiliary and the main verb are always o-indexed.28 Hek (2010) assumes that verb-seond lauses are barriers beause they are obligatorily extraposed;but this then requires a heterogeneous approah to verb-seond lause and dass lause extraposition(i.e., two extraposition rules with di�erent properties) so as to ensure that extraposed dass lauses anstill be transparent.



Movement from Verb-Seond Clauses Revisited 27(38) a. (IhI weiÿknow niht)not [PPi
worüber ℄about what derthe FritzFritznom

[VP t′i [DP eina Buhbookacc

ti ℄liest ℄readsb.?*(IhI weiÿknow niht)not [PPi
worüber ℄about what derthe FritzFritznom

[VP t′i [DP eina Buhbookacc

ti ℄klaut ℄stealsAording to the approah in Müller (2010), V may not have the speial probe featurethat is needed to keep the head ative and permit edge feature insertion for extrationfrom the (CP or DP) omplement in (37-b) and (38-b); i.e., on this view, t′′i in (37-b) andt′i in (38-b) annot be present, whih gives rise to a PIC vioalation one the derivationmoves on. This analysis annot be maintained under present assumptions. The reason isthat we would then expet verb-seond movement to improve the examples in the sameway that verb-seond movement in the matrix makes extration from an embeddedverb-seond lause possible. This would learly not be a orret predition; see (39-ab).(39) a. ?*[CP1
Weniwhom bereust/weiÿtregret/know duyou [VP t′′i [CP2

t′i dassthat duyou ti getro�enmet hast ℄℄℄ ?haveb.?*[PPi
Worüber ℄about what klautsteals derthe FritzFritznom

[VP t′i [DP eina Buhbookacc

ti ℄℄ ?I onlude from this that the sentenes in (37-b), (38-b) and (39) do not involve PICviolations; a ategorial probe feature identifying the omplement an be inserted on Vin all ases. The deviane must then have a di�erent soure.29

29 This view might be supported by the fat that the grammatiality status of these examples is muhmore variable than that of examples like (1-d), and subjet to idioletal variation and habitualizatione�ets. An alternative aount that would be ompatible with the present analysis would be to treatphenomena like the distintion between bridge verbs and non-bridge verbs by postulating an emptyoperator in the latter ase that gives rise to a minimality violation; see Manzini (1992, 115), and alsoRoberts & Roussou (2002).
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